
 

Thriving Kind Module 10 - Setting the Compass Pt 2 

Materials Needed:  

- your artwork from part one of this project 

- acrylic or craft paint 

- a pen, thin marker, or pencil 

- a paintbrush 

- a cup of water 

- paper towel 

 

Introduction & Practice by Tammy  

 

1. Gather your materials and fill a small container with water. We will be working with acrylic 

paint in this project, which can permanently stain clothes - some artists like to use an apron 

when working with it and roll up their sleeves.  

 

 
 

2. While we will have some shapes drawn on our map from the last practice, consider breaking 

up the background a little further by drawing abstract or geometric shapes. To make your drawn 

or stenciled shapes appear to pop forward, make sure that the lines for your background shapes 

do not cross over your the shapes you want to showcase in your piece.  



 

 

 
 

 

3. Once your drawing is complete, now we can consider how we paint different areas on your 

artwork. You can create blocks of solid color that will completely cover up sections of your map, 

have areas with no paint in which all of your map can be seen, or create a translucent wash of 

acrylic paint that creates an area of color with the map visible underneath. To create this last 

effect, add a bit of acrylic paint on a shape you want to paint, then dip your brush in water a few 

times and move the paint around your artwork. More water will create a lighter color with more 

of the map visible, while less water will create a more vibrant and solid coat over the artwork 

that will cover more of the map details.  

 

 
 

4. To create balance in your artwork, consider using the same color in multiple areas of your 

piece. 



 

 

 
 

5. In this example, I am using another translucent coat of watered-down yellow paint in another 

section of my painting. I have chosen to let the map shine through the bird and the teacup and 

have chosen not to paint those areas.  

  

 

 
 

6. Areas of solid color allow some space for the eyes to rest as they view the piece. In this 

example, I am using purple acrylic paint to create opaque areas in which the map is completely 

covered. 



 

 
 

7. It may take two coats of paint to totally block out portions of the map.  

 

 
 

8. Once the areas of your map are painted, take some time to consider what might help your 

shapes stand out. In this example, I am using a little orange paint around my bird and teacup to 

create more contrast, as the color of the map is very similar to the watered-down yellow paint 

around those shapes.  



 

 
 

9. You are done with your piece when you feel finished - there are no hard-and-fast rules here. 

Acrylic is very versatile, dries quickly, and can be layered easily. Maybe your piece is calling for 

more contrast, pattern, or a repetition of a color in a new area. Once your piece is fully dry, it 

can be sealed with a product like Mod Podge and a brush to protect the color and keep the map 

edges from lifting up over time. Wash brushes thoroughly with soap and water.  

 

 
 

 

 

 


